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Cadogan Square, London,  SW1X 0JW

£11,500 Per Week
A wonderful second floor apartment spanning two buildings on Cadogan
Square. The property offers direct lift access, incredible reception and

entertaining space and wonderful light from the double fronted
reception rooms overlooking Cadogan Square. Cadogan Square is a

wonderful and iconic square with beautiful Queen Anne revival
architecture surrounding a residents only square subject to application.

Ideally located for the shopping and dining of Kings Road, Sloane
Street and Knightsbridge. Transport links include Sloane Square

(District and Circle Line Station.) The apartment is entered either
directly from the lift or via the internal stairwell. The accommodation
comprises a very spacious layout and with 2 private off street parking

spaces and a separate studio apartment perfect for staff or guests with its
own separate entrance, with shower room, kitchenette facility.



Description

Situation

4 Bedrooms 
4 Ensuite Bathrooms 
Double Reception room
Kitchen 
2 Guest Cloakrooms 
1 Studio Apartment 
EPC - C 
Tenancy Length - 12 months 
Deposit - £69,000
Council - RBKC 
Tax Band - H

Cadogan Square is a wonderful and iconic
square with beautiful Queen Anne revival
architecture surrounding a residents only square
subject to application.
Ideally located for the shopping and dining of
Kings Road, Sloane
Street and Knightsbridge. Transport links
include Sloane Square (District and Circle Line
Station.)

Unfurnished

Council Tax Band: H

Available: 3rd July 2024
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These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy
themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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